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THE PROBUS CLUB OF WHITBY 

CLUB NUMBER: 9003945 
 

Meets 1st Wednesday at 9.30am 
Whitby Bowling Club 

 
President:  Peter Cox 

               Acting Secretary:  Ross Moore 
Committee: 
Vice President:  Diana Paris     Treasurer:  Barb Nichols  
Speakers:  Tim Sheppard     Newsletter:  Bronwyn Macfarlane 
Acting Treasurer:  Gaye McGill     Secretary:  Rob McLagan (in absentia) 
Almoner:  Len Currie   
 
MAY MEETING 
 

 
Rob McGovern 

 
It was with a sad and sombre note at the commencement of the May meeting, that Peter 
led the valedictory for the late Rob McGovern.  Rob had been a foundation member of the 
Probus Club of Whitby, and had been the Club’s first Almoner.  It was a difficult task but 
one that he undertook willingly and with sensitivity.  Rob had clearly enjoyed being a 
member of our Club so he will indeed be missed. 
All club members stood for a period of silence during which the memories of Rob could be 
recalled. The Club members’ condolences were sent to Rob’s wife, Beryl. 
 

 
NEW MEMBERS  
 
It was with great pleasure that Chris Garrett introduced two new members to the Club.  They 
were Beryl and George Bright.  Originally from England and Ireland (but sounding Cockney!) 
they have lived in New Zealand since 1974.  Peter then inducted Beryl and George into the 
Club so a hearty welcome to both Beryl and George. 

 

 
ROSTER DUTIES FOR JUNE MEETING 

((Please be there by 8.45 am, if you are in the first 3 groups) 
Setting Up:  John Antliff, Joanna Jacomos, Dave Kerse 
Morning Tea:  Gaye McGill, Anne Miller, Judy Forbes 
Meeters & Greeters:  John Antliff, Gaye McGill 
Five to Seven Minute Speakers: Angus Langbein  
Thanking the Guest Speaker: Ross Moore 
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Acting Secretary’s Report 
 

 A reminder from Ross to take your copy of the Probus journal, Rendezvous. 

 If you are planning to travel, do remember to collect the information regarding       
Probus travel insurance as it is a good scheme. 

 If you want to nominate new members, see Ross for relevant information. 
 
Treasurer’s Report 
 

 The financial aspects of the Club are looking very healthy which is because members 
have been very punctilious about paying their annual subs quickly.   

 While Barb reported that the Club has ‘lots of money’ there are amounts to be paid to 
PSP, and weekly amounts such as venue hire, morning tea costs, birthday treats and 
gifts for guest speakers. 

 (She and Allan are off  to Vietnam shortly and we hope they have a great time.) 
 
Evacuation Procedures 
 

As a sensible precaution, and to practise the procedure in the event of members having to 
leave the building quickly, all members were asked to leave through one of the four available 
doors leading outside.  People then assembled in the car park and the whole procedure took 
less than two minutes.  Two committee members observed the process and will give any 
relevant feedback at the next meeting. 

 
Attendance Information for the May Meeting 

 
Members present, including 2 newly inducted members – 76 
Apologies recorded (or leave of absence continuing) – 40 
Members unaccounted for – 9 
 
Please send your apologies, or requests for leave of absence (e.g. travelling overseas) to 
the acting secretary, by email (ross.moore@xtra.co.nz), by phone 239 9800 (leave a 
message if Ross or Gretchen are not home), or by sending a note to Ross at 8 Pukerua 
Beach Road, Pukerua Bay 5026. 
 
 

GUEST SPEAKER FOR THE JUNE MEETING will be Christine Stanley whose topic 

will be early settlers in Pauatahanui. 

 
 
APOLOGIES!!  As the person who sits through each Probus meeting with pen poised over 
paper to record the contents of each meeting, I feel the need to apologise to the two club 
speakers who featured at the May meeting.  They were Margaret Webster and John Watts.  I 
am a tad embarrassed to explain what happened to the notes I took, but the result was that I 
had nothing to refer to which would have done justice to what each of them said. So my 
apologies are extended to both Margaret and John for the omission in this newsletter.  
 
Bronwyn Macfarlane  
(Newsletter Editor) 
 
PLEASE NOTE the addition of the Club’s number under the title at the top of page 1.  This 
will now be part of the heading as any Club member wishing to use Probus Travel 
Insurance; will need to quote this number. Each Probus Club has its own number so it is 
important to quote it correctly when in contact with those arranging insurance. 

WELL DONE!! Not too 
many members who 
forgot to send apologies. 
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INTEREST GROUP INFORMATION 
 
Mah Jong         3rd Monday of each month at the Plimmerton Croquet Club, from 
                          1-3 pm.  Barb is away in May so please contact Denise Masters – 
                           233 8924 
 
(Learners)         Learners Mah Jong – Thursday before 3rd Monday 2-4 pm.  For May, 
                          ring Nelda Hotop. Venue: 7 Newhaven Way at Marion Allard’s. 
 
500 Cards         3rd Wednesday of each month.  For May contact Colin Edwards – 234 1090                   
 
Cinema             4th Monday of each month at The Lighthouse, Pauatahanui.  Turn  
                          up before 10.30 am (see below) 
 
Stitching           2nd Monday of each month. Venue varies so ring Shirley 
                          McLaughlin – 234 8664.  
 
Dine Out           2nd Wednesday of each month. Contact Marcia or Dave Dunnett – 
                          233 8997 (see below) 
 
Outings            3rd Thursday of each month.  Contact Diana Paris – 234 7683  (Please note    

                          the phone number given in the last letter was incorrect.) 
 
Photography    No new members needed at present.  This interest group may be offered         
                          later in the year 
 

 

 
Cinema Group:   Remember to state that you are a Probus Club member in order to get a cheaper 
ticket.  The next movie is Song for Marion and is scheduled for May 27th. 
 

Dine Out Group:   On the 8th of May, 25 members got together for lunch at Finns Restaurant in 
Paekakariki.  It was a glorious day for the trip north which set the scene for a happy and tasty outing 
for the group. 
The next Dine Out will be held on 12 June, at The Back Bencher, Molesworth Street. Anyone who 
wants to pre-register, please email Marcia and Dave Dunnett at marcia_dunnett@xtra.co.nz or 
phone them on 233 8997. 

  
Club Outings Group:   
 
April: On 18th April a large group of 25 members gathered in the foyer of the Malaghan Institute in 
the Victoria University grounds, where we were met by our contact Vicky Hale. While we were 
waiting for everyone to assemble we were handed a copy of the Malaghan Institute’s publication, 
'Scope,’ to read so we had an idea of the type of activity that takes place. We then went upstairs in 
the purpose built circular building and had a very interesting presentation by one of the scientists.  
 
The Malaghan Institute exists to make a difference to people's lives and the scientists believe the key 
to making this difference lies in the immune system - the body's own natural defence against 
disease. The Institute is New Zealand's leading independent medical research facility with a proud 
history of over thirty years. There are over 80 researchers and support staff from all around the 
world. Their work is focused on finding better treatments and cures for diseases affecting New 
Zealanders including cancer, asthma and allergy, arthritis, Multiple Sclerosis and infectious diseases. 

mailto:marcia_dunnett@xtra.co.nz
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After the presentation we were split into smaller groups, each with a scientist as a guide and toured 
all the labs and research rooms.  Questions were also answered as we went around.  
 
Lunch was then enjoyed by most of the attendees in the nearby Wishbone cafe. Despite the weather 
everyone had a very enjoyable and informative day.      
 
May: On 16th May a small but enthusiastic group of ten met at the Museum of City and Sea, on 
Queens Wharf.  This has been voted number 42 of the world's top 50 museums! The Museum is 
inside the old Bond Store, an 1892 heritage building designed by leading architect Frederick de 
Jersey Clere.  The entrance to the museum shows the old building as it would have been used in 
earlier days. Then there is a detailed exhibition of a hundred examples of 20th Century life in 
Wellington. This was extremely interesting, and brought back a host of memories. 
 
There was also a showcase of replicas of the Crown Jewels, originally produced for the 1939 
Centennial Exhibition, but sadly they lacked the allure of the originals in the Tower of London. 
Behind this, there is an area where you can look behind the scenes, and watch and interact with the 
museum staff, as they tackle various design concepts for future exhibitions.  
 
Upstairs the next floor is devoted to Wellington's maritime history, with the highlight being the story 
of the 1968 Wahine ferry disaster, including a short film of the disaster. The top floor is devoted to 
Wellington's early history with a Māori myths and legends show, A Millennium Ago, being shown on 
a giant screen. 
 
We easily spent an hour and a half in the Museum before we walked back down the waterfront, and 
most of us had lunch together in the sunshine at Mo Jo's.   Following lunch we went into the Portrait 
Gallery in Shed 11 nearby, which was exhibiting a collection of over 50 paintings by Marianne 
Muggeridge called 'Taken Personally'. This exhibition represented forty years of portrait painting. For 
her realist oil portraits, which sometimes include a hint of the surreal, Muggeridge attempted to 
convey the rhythms that occur in the pose of the body, the clothing, and the background in a way 
that reflects both the character and the mood of her subject. Interesting, but I wouldn't want to 
hang any of them in my house! 
 
As we left the gallery and made our way back to the Railway Station for the ride home, the weather 
started to cloud over, bringing to the end, another enjoyable outing. 
 
What a great organiser and reporter of what the Club Outings group get up to!  Thank you so much 
to Diana Paris for both the April and May reports. 
 
 

^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^ 

 

BIRTHDAY DRAW:  Colin Edwards was the lucky person who drew his birthday date for 

May. 

                                  ^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^=^ 
 

“MORE PEOPLE WOULD LEARN FROM THEIR MISTAKES IF THEY WERE NOT SO BUSY DENYING THEM” 
 

“The pessimist complains about the wind; the optimist expects it to change; 
The realist adjusts the sails.”    William A. Ward 
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MAY’S GUEST SPEAKER - SUMMARY 
 
Superintendent John Price was the guest speaker at the May meeting. He began his 
working life as a teacher but the last 25 years has been spent in the NZ Police 
Force.  To date his experience has been wide and varied with some years spent in 
the local community.  John was involved in Thailand after the tsunami and is 
currently the Commander of the Royal Police College. 
    
The information shared with club members regarding John’s leadership role following 
the Christchurch earthquakes, was sobering, scary but not without hope!  One of the 
strongest messages was “BE PREPARED”.  Figures show that only 36% of people in 
Christchurch are prepared currently for another large earthquake – not one of the 
11,500 aftershocks they have had so far.  The same figure for Wellington is 24%. 
    
Over the last 1000 years the Alpine Fault Line has ruptured 4 times, and while 
there are plans in place should this happen again, it was NOT expected to be 
under Christchurch.  The initial shock was under the base of the Port Hills so the 
wave went back towards the city with a pushing up action (a bit like what happens 
on a trampoline) and this meant the Port Hills were lifted up 40cms. 
    
John lived in Christchurch for 21 years – “It was my own city and it was in ruins 
and my memories were destroyed.”  But, as he reminded club members, they were 
only buildings, with 2000 buildings destroyed in the earthquake.  In those first 8 
hours, 6000 calls to 111 were made.  John’s own experience was that he did not 
know where his wife and kids were, but such was the nature of his job that he put 
the community first.  The film he showed with the song, “My City’s in Ruins” made 
for moving and sobering viewing. 185 people from 19 countries lost their lives which 
made both language and religious issues extra things that needed to be dealt with.  
In dealing with releasing bodies, NZ has a very thorough approach, and hearing what 
John had had to deal with regarding this issue when he was in Phuket where the 
wrong bodies were released to families, including those overseas, we need to be 
thankful that our systems are so robust and thorough. 
    
The sharing of before and after photos provided powerful images and made eyebrows 
raise as John put the rhetorical questions, such as, “How many more people may 
have lost their lives in the Cathedral had the earthquake happened on a Sunday?’ 
“How would people have coped had not the school next door – where the Cathedral 
domes fell – had not been having a Teachers’ Only Day?” 
    
The realisation that you cannot prepare for a whole city being destroyed was 
compounded by the occurrence of the liquefaction that made the rescue and recovery 
operations so incredibly difficult. It was indeed fortuitous that there was a military 
exercise taking place at Tekapo, two medical conferences in Christchurch, and the 
navy’s ship Canterbury berthed at Lyttelton.  Personnel from these were added to by 
the arrival of International teams so rescue and recovery were carried out as quickly 
and as safely as possible. 
    
The quote used to end John’s presentation was so appropriate . . . 
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“Our present is formed out of our past.  In turn, our future is born out of our present.” 
 

Thanks for the superb dissertation on what had happened in Christchurch, was given 
by Graham Kelly.  No one disagreed with his comment that because of John’s “You 
need your feet on the ground approach,” that it reinforced positive reactions to the 
police and the work they do. 

 
 

EXCERT FROM THE TRAVEL DIARY OF OUR CLUB SECRETARY ROB, AND HIS WIFE JULIE  

 

Rob and Julie are away travelling for several months and Julie maintains a wonderful trip diary of 

where they go, what they see, what they do and even some of the gustatory delights on which they 

have had the opportunity to dine.  So, a little sample from Julies’ diary . . . 

  “ With excitement we then checked into the office of the Spanish Riding School to pick up our tickets 

ordered when we had planned our itinerary months ago far away in NZ.  The Riding School is in the 

palace right in the centre of Vienna.  When King Leopold returned from Spain in 1735 he brought his 

beloved horses with him.  The ground floor of this place was designed to be stables.  Adjoining them 

he built in a baroque style a magnificent, though unadorned riding arena.  The arena was not to 

distract attention from the horses.  It is stunningly beautiful nevertheless. We were booked for the 

Sunday morning full performance lasting 1 hour 20 minutes. 
    There is a single row of seats on the first and second levels fringing the arena and several rows 

deep at one end.  Maybe some seats at ground level too.  The rest of the space is sold as standing 

room.  IT was a full house and we had the best seats on the first floor, some 15 metres away from the 

automatic doubles where the horses enter to start their performance.  Beautiful Strauss waltz music 

played, and then a request to put cameras away.  The three huge chandeliers were raised.  The first of 

the magnificent stallions appeared – 4 in a perfect line, white saddles, the riders immaculate in white 

jodhpurs, black jacket with long split tails, black squashed bell-shaped hat; the same uniform as 

always.  In perfect unison right hands go to top of hat, hats are removed in a salute, hats back on, 

horses halt.  We watched the perfect harmony of horse and man, the skill, the beauty of movement, 

the intricate manoeuvres, all to the music of Strauss. Magnificent!  The perfection brought tears to my 

eyes. 
   The Lippizaners are born dark and turn grey to white as they age.  We were told that the 

youngsters were frisky and still learning but to our eyes, their performance was flawless, and they were 

applauded as they left the arena. That was the only time we would have known they were the babies, 

except for their range of colouring.  Their ears moved, heads came up and we caught a glimpse of the 

free spirited youngster.  King Leopold decided a team of pure white horses would look best pulling 

the royal carriages so the horses have been bred accordingly over the centuries.  Now when the 

recessive coloured gene comes to light with a coloured stallion, they call it a blessing.  Legend says 

that there must always be a coloured Lippizaner in the stables or the stables will cease to be. 
   The older horses aged 10 onwards were stunning beyond description; big, rounded, muscle 

rippling bodies, with silken white coats.  They looked to be enjoying going through their steps of the 

“school on the ground” all a mirror image of each other.  Dressage movements as seen in the 

Olympics, but each step sustained for a prolonged period, maybe even the length or width of the 

arena.  Spell binding to see.  Then it was the “school above the ground.”  Once again it was 

choreographed.   Each of the four fully trained horses went through one of the three incredibly 

difficult movements that we see in the publicity photos.  Just a few fully trained stallions show an 

extraordinary ability to be trained even further.  Each of these elite stallions is trained to perform just 

one of these movements….. 
   Incredible strength and balance required by the horse, especially considering he has a rider on 

board.  We could see each horse physically and mentally readying himself for the task ahead.  The 
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rider too had to concentrate to work in complete harmony with his horse, subtly adjusting his balance.  

No stirrups were used as they could bang the horse or get tangled around the rider’s legs.  We caught 

a glimpse of a quick but oh so subtle hand movement under the tail of the coat to bring out a 

rewarding morsel.      The final act was a perfectly synchronised dance by 8 horses.  It was just perfect 

with exquisite movements and music.  We left, mesmerised by what we had seen.  It was such a 

unique experience, special because it was so beautiful, but also for me, because it was a long 

cherished dream come true.”                                                           (Thank you so much, Julie McLagan) 

 

 
 

 

The May meeting ended with a smile as President Peter shared an old farmer’s advice!! 

 

 Your fences need to be horse-high, pig-tight and bull-strong. 

 

 Words that soak into your ears are whispered . . .  not yelled. 

 

 Meanness doesn’t just happen overnight. 

 

 Forgive your enemies; it messes up their heads 

 

 It doesn’t take a very big person to carry a grudge 

 

 The best sermons are lived, not preached. 

 

 Don’t judge folks by their relatives. 

 

 Live a good, honourable life.  Then when you get older and think back, you’ll  

 enjoy it a second time. 

 

 

 

Kind regards 

Bronwyn Macfarlane 

Newsletter Editor 


